In these notes I will prove the Chai-Faltings version of the Eichler-Shimura congruence relation for simple GSpin Shimura varieties with hyperspecial level structures at a nonramified p.
In the algebra End
Their conjecture is a generalization of the celebrated Eichler-Shimura theorem which played an important role in the theory of arithmetic of elliptic curves and modular forms. Also, there are several variants of the above conjecture. For example, we could just look at the Shimura variety without compactification and replace the intersection cohomology byétale cohomology orétale cohomology with compact support. In their book [6] , Chai and Faltings formulated a cycle version of the congruence relation.
The precise statement of this version of the conjecture was made by Moonen in his paper [15] (also see [12] ). Let Sh K be a Kottwitz PEL-type Shimura variety attached to the Shimura datum (G, X), with level structure K = K p K p , such that G is nonramified at p and K p is hyperspecial. Let E be its reflex field as above. Also let S K be its integral model overO E ( v) .
Then this scheme can be interpreted as a moduli space of abelian schemes with certain additional structures. Moonen to Hodge type cases by Hong recently. In the cases in which the group is split (when n is odd this is always the case, as we assume G to be unramified; when n is even, G is either split or quasisplit), I show that the ordinary congruence relation is enough. In quasi-split but nonsplit case (this happens only in the even rank case), I compute the Hecke polynomial and show that there is a factor to kill the basic cycles, similar to the case considered by Koskivirta. In a word, I will prove the following: The structure of the notes is the following: In the second part I review the definition of Hecke polynomial and Bueltel's work on the "group theoretic congruence relation"(This is in the same paper [4] ). In the third part I state the Chai-Faltings' version of congruence relation precisely for Hodge type Shimura varieties in more detail. In the fourth part I state the ordinary congruence relation proved by Hong [8] . In the fifth part I review the definition of GSpin Shimura varieties and write down explicitly all the isocrystals. One can see all the data needed to compute the dimension of the corresponding Rapoport-Zink space using Rapoport's formula from the isocrystals. Then I can confirm the claim in the split cases; Finally, I compute the Hecke polynomial, showing that one can factor it in the same fashion as Koskivirta [12] . Then I show this factor kills all possible basic cycles.
Hecke polynomial and Bültel's group theoretic congruence relation
In this section we review the definition of the Hecke polynomial and a result proved by Bueltel in his thesis. The references are Blasius-Rogawski [2] , Bültel [4] and Wedhorn [18] .
The Hecke algebras
Fix an odd prime p. Let F be a finite extension of Q p , π its uniformizer and O F be its ring of integers. Fix an algebraic closure F of F and Let Gal(F/F) be its Galois group. Let σ be the Frobenius of F, i.e., the topological generator of Gal(F nr /F). Also, Let q be the cardinality of the residue field of F.
Let G be an unramified reductive group over F, i.e., quasisplit over F and splits over an unramified extension of F. Let K be a hyperspecial subgroup of G(F). According to BruhatTits [3] , we can choose F−subgroups of G, T, S is such a way that: S is a maximal split torus of G and T = C G (S) a maximal torus and B a Borel subgroup containing T. Define W = N G (T)/T to be the Weyl group of (G, T). It is an etale group scheme over F and W(F) is the Weyl group in the naive sense. B determines a set of positive roots and coroots of (G F , T F ). Let ρ to be the halfsum of all the positive roots. Let
(F).
To introduce Hecke polynomial, we need another parabolic pair (M, P) such that P is a parabolic subgroup defined over F containing B, M its Levi subgroup. Denote its unipotent radical by N and we have
and K M to be the image of K under the projection: P → M. B ∩ M is a Borel subgroup of M and we use U M to denote the unipotent radical of this Borel of M. Also we use dg to denote the left invariant Haar measure on G normalized so that K has volume one. Similarly define dp, dn, dm.
Then we can define the spherical Hecke algebra with coefficients in a ring A:
for G, M, T respectively. For example, H (G(F)//K, A) as a set is defined to be all the finitely supported A−valued functions on the double cosets K\G(F)/K, the group structure is just addition of funnctions and the ring structure is convolution product.
The (twisted) Satake transform
The twisted Satake transforms are defined to be:
Similarly we can define this map for M :
Then we have the relation:
Next we identify the spherical Hecke algebra as a polynomial algebra. Since G is quasisplit over F, from Cartan decomposition, we have the following identification:
The cocharacter lattice of S, which can be identified with the F−rational
Since we are using twisted Satake transform rather than the usual one, we define a "dotaction" (Wedhorn's term) of W(F) on A[X * (S)] by:
In which we use h ν to denote h(ν) for short. Then under the twisted Satake transform,
which will play the role of Frobenius (on the ordinary locus of the special fiber of the Shimura variety).
The Hecke polynomials and the group theoretic congruence relation
LetĜ be the dual group of G Q l (l is a prime different from p, or simply we can just use C, using Q l is the tradition of arithmetic geometry), and fix a pinning of the based root datum of (G, B, T). Since G is quasisplit, we define L G to be Gal(F nr /F) ⋉Ĝ since the ramification group acts trivially on the root datum. (The action of the Galois group onĜ is a homomorphism of Gal(E/E) into the automorphism group ofĜ as a group scheme. This action lifts the Galois action on the root datum and is unique once we fix a pinning. The existence of this lifting follows from the isogeny theorem for reductive groups; Two different pinnings give different action, but the L-groups defined by them are canonically (i.e. uniquely) isomorphic). Define the set of unramified Langlands parameters Φ nr (G) to be the set ofĜ(Q l ) conjugacy classes of the homomorphisms Gal(
The set Φ nr (G) can be identified with the σ− conjugacy classes of semisimple elements ofĜ(Q l ).
Hecke polynomial is defined for any cocharacter of G F , not only for miniscule ones. Consider a tower of field extension F ⊂ E ⊂ F nr and let n = [E : F] (We choose E to be an unramified extension since G splits over F nr ). Let µ E be an E-rational cocharacter of G E , this in turn gives a highest weight module ofĜ, V µ E which extends in a unique way to a representation of L G E = Γ E ⋉ G, as stated by Wedhorn [18] ,(2.5):
Actually this is the corrollary of the following well-known proposition: First, from r • r ≃ r, we know that there exists an endomorphism of V :
However, for any two elements 2 by a non zero constant c γ 1 ,γ 2 , since irreducible representations over an algebraically closed field has automorphisms scalars. Consider three elements of Γ, γ i in which i = 1, 2, 3. Then there is a relation of the constants:
What is this? This is just a cocycle in the cohomology group H 2 (Γ, K * ), in which we view K * as a trivial Γ module. But from basic knowledge of group cohomology for finite cyclic groups, we know that this cohomology group is nothing but K * /(K * ) n , which is 1 since K is algebraically closed. The vanishing of this cohomology groups implies that we can rescale f γ s so that f γ 1 •γ 2 holds, therefore extending the representation to all of Γ ⋉ G. This is the proof of the proposition.
Specialize to our case. Since µ E is defined over E, we know that for any γ ∈ Γ E , r µ E • γ still has the highest weight µ E , therefore isomorphic to r µ E . Since we are over an algebraically closed field Q l , the above proposition applies and tells us the representation can be extended to a representation of L G E = Γ E ⋉Ĝ. Now for any Q l -algebra R, and g ∈Ĝ(R), consider the Hecke polynomial:
We can view this polynomial as a polynomial with coefficient in O(Ĝ), the ring of regular functions or the Hopf algebra ofĜ in the following way: The norm map of any Q l algebra R:
is induced from a morphism of schemes (even though not an algebraic group homomorphism), its corresponding map on the coordinate ring is just:
in which the first arrow is the recursive comultiplication and the second arrow is
The representation r µ E corresponds to a Hopf comodule:
and we have the characteristic polynomial: [X] , and the Hecke polynomial is nothing but the image of the characteristic polynomial.Ĝ(Q l ) acts on the group schemeĜ by σ−twisted conjugation: 
The relation with the Langlands conjecture
Now look at the Q l points of the Langlands dual group, i.e. L G(Q l ). Take any semisimple conjugacy class c of finite order of this group. Then the representation r µ E map c to a semisimple conjugacy class of the general linear group c ′ . The Hecke polynomial (with its coefficient evaluated at c) is just the characteristic polynomial of c ′ . Langlands conjectures and other related conjectures predicts the following (Of course what I'm writing down here is over simplified, the purpose is just to help understand the conjecture):
π runs over all the irruducible modules over the spherical Hecke algebra. They are all one dimensional. V π are Gal(F nr /F) (just Frobenius) modules. Each π has its Satake parameter, a semisimple conjugacy class of finite order of L G(Q l ). As above, denote it by c. Then the Frobenius acts as the matrix c ′ , the image of c under the representation of r µ E . Then of course, the Frobenius should satisfy the characteristic polynomial of c ′ . Therefore, the Frobenius acting on the cohomology should satisfy the Hecke polynomial.
Statement of the congruence relation conjecture
In this part I state the Chai-Faltings' version of congruence relation precisely for Hodge type shimura varieties.
Shimura varieties: the set up
Let (G, X) be a Hodge type Shimura datum. More precisely, G is a connected reductive group over Q. Then G is nonramified at almost all primes. Over one of such primes p, G admits an integral model over Z p , which we still denote by G. X is the G(R) conjugacy class of an h : S −→ G R and its asscociated Hodge cocharacter µ h :
Let E ⊂ Q be the reflex field of the Hodge cocharacter.
Let Λ be a symplectic free module of rank 2g over Z such that Λ p , the completed p local part is self-dual, we denote its automorphism group and its base change to Q to be GSp 2g . There exists an algebraic group embedding ι : G −→ GSp 2g defined over Q, which induces an embedding of integral group schemes over Z p , giving rise to a morphism of Shimura data (G, X) −→ (GSp 2g , H 2g ). acquires a 'moduli interpretation': It carries a 'universal family' of pprincipally polarized abelian varieties equipped with a family of Hodge tensors on its various kind of Weil cohomology theories and with level structure, up to prime to p quasi-isogenies preserving those additional structures, by pulling back the universal abelian varieties on the Siegel modular scheme. Therefore, a point on the scheme Sh K p K p can be interpreted as such an abelian variety. Note that unlike PEL-type case, this is not a 'genuine moduli space' in the strict sense since there is no moduli problem like: "A moduli stack classfiying abelian varieties with such tensors and other additional structures"
Kisin [11] constructed (According to Kisin, actually Milne proposed it, Kisin proved it has the desired good properties; Vasiu also contributed to this stroy) a smooth integral model
whose generic fiber recovers the above inclusion over E. Via this map, we can pull back the universal abelian scheme (up to prime to p quasi-isogeny) over
. Similar to the generic fiber described in the previous paragraph, this pull back family of abelian schemes up to prime to p quasiisogenies has a family of Hodge tensors (s α ) on its various kinds of Weil cohomologies. More precisely it is the following:
Ev be the structure map of the pull back "univerversal family". Then:
1.Over the generic fiber, taking the relative etale cohomology (or homology):
for any prime l, we get a local system on the base 
Algebra of p-Isogenies
Fixing a level structure, denote its attached Hecke algebra by:
This Hecke algebra operates on the Shimura varietiy with K p K p level structure, in the way as the case of modular curves. The action of
, the part away from p, extended to an operation of S K p K p ,O Eν , From the properties of the integral model. We describe the p-part of the Hecke action using p-isogenies.
Then pull back the universal abelian scheme over S K p K p ,O Ev , we get two abelian schems (up to prime to p-quasi-isogeny) with additional structures over S:
is the pull back of the Hodge tensors on various Weil cohomologies of the abelian scheme over
, is simply a quasiisogeny between them satisfying: f * λ 2 = p c λ 1 . This equation is understood to be up to a prime to p rational number. The reason of all of these is because all the abelian schemes involved are only up to prime to p quasi-isogenies, also there is no notion of degree. We call p c the multiplicator of f and c the similitude of f . It is well defined (i.e. not depend on the representative you choose, since different representatives are prime to p quasi-isgenous to each other). And we say f is a (genuine) p-isogeny if c ≥ 0.
Moreover, we call f a p-isogeny preserving G-structure if the induced map by f carries the tensors (s α,2 ) to (s α,1 ) (on the etale homology, i.e. the Tate modules over characteristic 0, it is the other way around). Actually this property of preserving tensor is a pointwise condition. In other words, we have the following: 
Now we define the moduli space of p-isogenies for Sh
we assign the following set:
From this definition we can see that this functor has two natural projections, which we call source and target projections:
We also use p − Isog (c) to denote the subfunctor classifiying the p-quasi-Isogenies with the fixed multiplicator p c . This is an open and closed subfunctor of p − Isog. Remark 7. We can well include the negative similitude part in the above definition. Since later we only work with genuine p-isogenies, the above definition is enough for our purpose.
As in the PEL-type case, we have the following representability theorem:
is representable by a scheme. Moreover, the source and the target maps are both proper.
Remark 9. Preserving G-structure is to replace "B-equivariance" in the PEL case, since we want to study the representation of (the p-adic and adelic version of) the defining group. Also, since Hodge type Shimura varieties is not naturally a moduli space of abelian varieties with additional structure as PEL type Shimura varieties, we have to specify that A x i coming from two points of
From now on, for simplicity, I will just use S to mean the integral model S K p K p ,O Ev , and use S k to mean the special fiber and S k to mean its base change to the algebraic closure of the residue field. Similarly, I use S ord k for its µ-ordinary locus and S b k for its basic locus. 
As a set, it is defined to be all finite formal Q combinations of the irreducible subvarieties of Z Q (p − Isog L ). The formal sum provides it with a vector space structure. This vector space is graded by the dimension of the subvarieties:
The product comes from the fiber product, for example, if Z 1 and Z 2 are two cycles, then their product is defined to be c * (
Then we consider the subalgebra generated by the irreducible components of p − Isog L , which Since on the generic fiber the source or the target morphism is finite and flat, we conclude that the subalgebra Over the special fiber S k , this is more complicated since the source or the target projections are not finite so we don't know that the irreducible components are all of the same dimension with the Shimura variety. But over the ordinary locus the story is much simpler. As did Moonen, define p − Isog ord to be inverse image of S ord k under the source or the target map. As above, define the ordinay version of algebra of cycles:
. Then Moonen proved that the above lemma is still true.
We have an algebra homomorphism:
defined by intersecting with the ordinary part. We also have a morphism in the reverse direction, defined by taking closure of the ordinary locus in p − Isog k : . This is an algebra homomorphism. Of course this specialization process does not preserve the irreducibility, i.e. for an irreducible component Z of the generic fiber, σ(Z) can well break down into more than one irreducible pieces. However, according Fulton's book [7] , specialization map preserves the dimension of the cycles, therefore the image of this map are all inside Z d (p − Isog k ).
Hecke algebra as algebra of p-Isogenies
We have a homomorphism of algebras from the spherical Hecke algebra
. This is defined via the Z p valuedétale homology. Let Z be an irreducible component of p − Isog E , taking a geometric point SpecK −→ Z. Then we get a pair of abelian varieties over K and a p-isogeny f between them. Taking their p − adic Tate module, we get a linear map preserving Hodge tensors:
1 induces and automorphism of Λ p ⊗ Q p fixing the standard tensors, hence an element g of G(Q p ). Changing α i amounts to changing g to h 1 gh 2 in which
is well defined, we call this coset the relative position of the p-isogeny. By rigidity, all the geometric points of Z have the same relative position, so it is really an invariant of irreducible components. We define the map: Then the algebra homomorphism:
is just defined to be the Q-linear span of the above map.
Remark 11. For the above map to make sense, we need ΣZ to be a finite sum. This is indeed the case, since on the generic fiber, the p−isogeny space is nothing but a Shimura variety with deeper level structure at p, therefore only finitely many irreducible components.
Composing this homomorphism with the specialization map, we get a homomorphism:
We can extend this map to polynomial rings with coefficients in each one of the algebra:
Therefore we can view the Hecke polynomial in the previous section as a polynomial with coefficients in the latter algebra, hence talking about its roots in the latter algebra.
Two sections of the sourse map: F and p
Next we define a section of the source map, i.e., a morphism of schemes ( [15] 
Given an S point x on S 0 , it corresponds to an abelian variety over S with additional structure: (A, (s cris,α ), λ, η). Then we define:
In which F is the relative Frobenius and η (p) satisfy the following:
. This is because on the l − adic Tate modules, the composition of the arithmetic Frobenius and the relative Frobenius is identity.
To be a section of the source projection, F must preserve the crystalline Hodge tensor, this is indeed the case: Proposition 12. F preserves the crystalline Hodge tensor, therefore
is indeed a point of p − Isog
We define the image of this section as Φ, the Frobenius cycle. We follow the definition of Moonen.
For later use, we define another section of s, even though we don't need it to state the ChaiFaltings' version of the theorem. Using Koskivirta's notation [12] , we call this cycle p . It is defined as the image of the section:
Koskivirta calls this section "multiplication by p". Its image p also the specialization of the cycles indexed by K p pK p in the generic fiber: 
, so it must be a prime to p quasi-isogeny. So f is equivalent to multiplication by p, and there is no confuse of specializing multiplication by p: It specializes to multiplication by p.
Statement of the conjecture
With all the preparation above, we finally reach the point of stating the Chai-Faltings' version of the congruence theorem. With all the notations as above, This conjecture is the one I want to prove for GSpin Shimura varieties. The "ordinary" version of this conjecture is known for any Hodge type Shimura varieties, proved by Hong [8] . I will talk about it briefly in next section.
The ordinary congruence relation
Last section we mentioned that there is an ordinary version of the algebra of p-Isogenies on the special fiber: Q[p − Isog ord k ] and maps ord :
Consider the map cl • ord precomposed with the algebra homomorphism:
. We can consider the image of the Hecke polynomial under this map. From the discussion in the last section, we know that this means "dropping the terms with non-generically ordinary coefficients". The ordinary congruence relation can be stated as follows [8] : Note that this theorem is weaker than the conjecture in the last section, because to prove that conjecture we also have to check the polynomial formed by the terms with non generically ordinary coefficients vanishes on F.
This theorem is known for all Hodge type Shimura varieties, since Q[p − Isog ord k ] can be "parametrized" by the the spherical Hecke algebra H (M(Q p )//K M,p ), in which M is the centralizer of the Hodge cocharacter of the Shimura variety. More precisely, there is an algebra homomorphism:
. Also we have the following diagram:
And ord • σ is just ord precomposed with the specialization map. The element g [µ] defined by Bültel goes to F in Q[p − Isog ord k ]. Therefore by this diagram we can just transfer the group theoretic congruence by Bültel to the ordinary congruence relation.
Moonen [15] used Serre-Tate theory to prove the existence of the above diagram in the PEL case, and Hong [8] generalized his prove to Hodge type case recently. For the detail of the techniques they used, just look at their papers.
Spinor Shimura varieties and its isocrystals
In this section we introduce GSpin Shimura varieties, the main objects of interests in these notes. A thorough theory of these varieties are developed in Madapusi-Pera's paper [13] . Zhang Chao's thesis [19] also has a good introduction to it. I also review the classification of its isocrystals of its good reduction.
GSpin Shimura datum
Since we will use the integral model of the Shimura varieties later, we start our definition over Z. Let (V, q) be a quadratic free module over Z such that:V ⊗ R has signature (n − 2, 2); Let p be prime number such that V ⊗ Z p is self dual. Let SO(V) be the special orthogonal group over Z defined by V. Let C(V) = C + (V) ⊕ C − (V) be the Clifford algebra attached to V. V is natrally sitting inside C − (V) via left multiplication. Define the group scheme GSpin(V) whose functor of points on an algebra R is given by {g ∈ C + (V R ) × : gV R g −1 ⊂ V R }. Take an element δ ∈ C(V) × such that δ * = −δ, then we can define a symplectic form ψ(c 1 , c 2 ) = Trd(c 1 δc 2 ) on C(V). Since q is perfect on Z p , this symplectic form is perfect on C(V Z p ). The left multiplication of GSpin(V) on C(V) defines an embedding GSpin −→ GSp(C(V), ψ), realizing GSpin as the subgroup of the general sympletic group fixing a set of tensors (s 0,α ) .
Next we introduce the orthogonal Shimura data. Choose a basis of V R so that the metric under this basis is given by:
This cocharacter defines a Hodge structure of K3 type (this is the term used by Huybrecht in his book [10] ) on V, which is of weight 2. Then by the Kuga-Satake construction we have a lifting of h to GSpin(V R ), giving rise to a Hodge structure of weight 1 on the Clifford algebra:
Let µ to be the C-cocharacter defined by µ(z) = h(z, 1). This operation respects the KugaSatake construction and we denote the lifting of µ by µ KS . The conjugacy class of this cocharacter actually descents to Q, so the field of definition of the orthogonal Shimura varieties is just Q. For details of these facts, see Zhang's thesis.
Isocrystals, Rapoport-Zink spaces
At p, since q is self-dual on V Z p , we can choose a basis of the quadratic free module so that the metric is given by:
Then µ is conjugate to the Z p -cocharacter, which still denoted by µ :
Its corresponding Kuga-Satake lift is:
If we use e i to denote the above chosen basis vectors.
Here I also review the moduli interpretation of Rapoport-Zink spaces associated to the GSpin Shimura varieties for later purpose, even though, we don't need it in this section. The above defined orthogonal Shimura variety has a "canonical" Hodge embedding arsing from the representation defining GSpin: The isomorphism classes of GSpin isocrystals are classified by quadratic isocrystals (For more details, look at [13] ). If we choose a basis over W so that the metric is the anti-diagonal matrix (this is possible by the fact that we chose p to be a nonramified prime for the group, so it splits over the maximal nonramified extension of Q p ):
and its Newton cocharacter ν b :
(0, . . . . . . , 0) (An easy way to see this is that the squre of the matrix b is the identity).
the b for the finite height isocrystal: 
Next I want to use Rapoport's formula to compute the dimension of the finite height RapoportZink spaces for later use, so I state it here:
Theorem 16. (Zhu [20] ): The underlying reduced scheme of the Rapoport-Zink space associated with
I apply this formula to the case (SO(V), µ, b) with µ as above and b is finite height. We divide it into two subcases according to whether dimV = 2n or 2n + 1 (This is not essential for the computation here, but we have to write them differently). Choose the metric matrix to be anti-diagonal as above, use χ i to denote the following character of the diagonal maximal torus: In conclusion, in any case, when b is finite height, we have:
Since GSpin is a G m central extension of the corresponding SO, the same conclusion holds for the GSpin version of the affine Degline-Lusztig varieties, therefore the finite height GSpin Rapoport-Zink spaces have dimension 0.
Rapoport-Zink uniformization of the basic locus
We can also apply Rapoport's formula to compute the dimension of the basic Rapoport-Zink space. Here I directly cite the results by Howard-Pappas, which tells us more about the basic locus of orthogonal Shimura varieties than just the dimension. These informations are needed in order to prove the congruence relation in the even nonsplit case.
Theorem 17. Theorem (Howard-Pappas[9]): The dimension of the underlying reduced scheme of the basic Rapoport-Zink space of GSpin(n − 2, 2) Shimura variety hyperspecial level structure is the following:
n−3
, if n is odd (in this case GSpin(V Q p ) is always split at p, since we already assume it is quasisplit and there is no Dykin diagram automorphism); n−4

, if n is even and GSpin(V Q p ) is split at p; n−2
, if n is even and GSpin(V Q p ) is quasi-split and non-split at p.
And there is the Rapoport-Zink uniformization map:
in which I is an inner form of GSpin(V Q ) such that I Q l is isomorphic to GSpin(V Q l ) and I Q p is the automorphism group of the basic isocystal J b defined by Kottwitz, which is an inner form of GSpin(V Q p ).
Congruence relation in case SO(V) is split at p
In this section I extend Bültel's results in his notes [4] to more general cases.
We already knew the congruence relation on the ordinary cycles, i.e. H p (F) = 0 in the ring
The next question to ask is whether this is enough, i.e. whether this implies
As we saw in previous chapters, cl • σ(H p (X)) deletes the terms in H p (X) with non generically µ−ordinary coefficients. But if there are no such terms,
implies it is 0 in the ambient one.
In his paper [4] , Bültel showed how to prove this for certain orthogonal Shimura varieties.
First, from the flatness of specialization, the cycles in the coefficients of H p (X) are of same dimension with the Shimura variety under consideration, say d. Then he proved that the source projection (or the target) is finite away from the basic locus, this prevents the possibility of any "non-basic non-µ-ordinary" cycles from appearing in the coefficients of H p (X), since the dimension of these loci in the Shimura variety must be strictly less than d. He also computed the dimension of the basic locus, which is strictly less than half of d, therefore too small to allow any basic cycle in the coefficients of H p (X). Therefore all the cycles appearing in the coefficients of H p (X) are generically ordinary, i.e. he had cl • σ(H p (X)) = H p (X), this well implies the congruence relation.
From his example, we see that if we want to follow his method, we need several receipes: First, a good integral model, so that we can talk about special fibers; Second, the finiteness of projection away from the basic locus; Third, the smallness of the dimension of the basic locus.
We work with p − Isog k , the base change of p − Isog F p to k. We look at the fiber of the projection map. Since the source and the target are symmetric. I only talk about the source
k be the components on which multiplicator is p 2cg . Consider a k point of S 0 , x 0 : Speck −→ S 0 . Say the Newton type is b. Then the fiber over x 0 is just the fiber product over S 0 :
We consider the functor of point of Speck
k on a k−scheme S. Use (A 0 , ..., η 0 ) to denote the corresponding abelian variety over k by pulling back the abelian scheme over S 0 .
Then we see that Speck × S 0 p − Isog An S−point of S 0 , this defines an abelian scheme (A, ..., η) by pulling back the abelian scheme over S 0 ; A p−isogeny from (A 0,S , ..., η 0 ), the trivial family with fiber A 0 , to (A, ..., η), s.t. the multiplicator is p 2cg . And the level structure is preserved, i.e. we should have η = η 0 • f −1 .
By taking their p−divisible groups, we get a homomorphism from Speck × S 0 p − Isog (c) k to the reduced locus of the Rapoport-Zink space associated with b:
From Rapoport-Zink's book [16] , we know that we can reconstruct the abelian varietes from the p−divisible groups. Therefore, the above map is injective. From the reason I talked about above, we can conclude that for any orthogonal Shimura varieties, regardless of the behavior of the group over Q p , there is no generically finite height cycle appearing in the coefficients of H p (X).
Next Let's consider the possibility of the basic components in the image of the specialization map. In this case the fibers of the projections no longer have to be finite, but we still have an estimate on the dimension of the fibers. Again, the dimension of the fibers are bounded by the dimension of the supersingular Rapoport-Zink space. Therefore the supersingular components of p − Isog k have dimension at most 2 times the dimension of the supersingular locus.
These dimensions are available, either by Howard-Pappas' paper [9] or Rapoport's formula [20] . We have to divide into three cases, based on the group GSpin(V) Q p (equally SO(V) Q p ), as stated above. So when dimV is odd, or dimV is even and GSpin(V) Q p is split over Q p , the upper bound of the supersingular components in p − Isog k is either d − 1 or d − 2. Therefore in these two cases, there cannot be any supersingular components in the specilized cycles. So ordinary congruence relation is enough, this leads to the following: Theorem 18. : Let V be a quadratic space of rank n such that its signature over R is (2, n − 2). When n is odd or n is even and GSpin(V Q p ) splits, the Chai-Faltings'version of congruence relation holds.
But there is one more case, i.e., the rank of V is even and GSpin(V Q p ) quasi-split, non-split, we can't conclude that there are no supersingular irreducible components since the upper bound we get in this way is exactly the dimension of the Shimura variety. Actually it is quite possible that there are supersingular components, just as in the cases discussed by Stamm (Hilbert modular surfaces) [17] and Koskivirta (GU(1, n − 1) for n odd) [12] . So to extend the theorem to the last case, we should apply Koskivirta's method (Showing that there is a distinguished factor of the Hecke polynomial which vanish on the supersingular components).
Congruence relation in case SO(V) is quasisplit but nonsplit at p
As seen above, when the orthogonal group SO(V) or GSpin(V) is not split at p, the dimension of the supersingular locus is exactly half of the dimension of the Shimura variety, so the simple dimension bounding argument above cannot exclude the possibility of the supersingular cycles in the specialization image of the generic p-isogeny space. As a result, the ordinary congruence relation does not immediately imply the congruence relation.
But in his thesis, Koskivirta told us what should happen in this case: One can factor the Hecke polynomial so that one special factor 'kills' the supersingular cycles. The reseaon he got such a special factor is the Frobenius action on the root datum, which defines the nonsplit outer form of GU(n) (over Q p ) and n is odd. Therefore we can expect that the same thing happen in the nonsplit quasi-split even orthogonal case. This is indeed what is happening, as we will see right now. In general, due to Rapoport's formula, we see that the middle dimensional supersingular locus can only exist under the condition that the defining group is quasi-split but nonsplit at p. So I guess we can always produce the special factor using Dynkin diagram automorphism when the supersingular locus is in the middle dimension. But anyway, let's see the case of GSpin first.
Review of the root datum of GSpin
First we must look at the root datum of the even split GSpin, say dimV = 2n. It is described in terms of the root datum of SO. This is done in Asgari's thesis [1] , I quickly review it, with some remarks.
SO, Spin and GSpin fit into the following diagram:
Let me explain the arrows: The upper horizontal one is just projection onto the first factor; The right vertical one is the double cover; The left vertical one is defined by (g, s) −→ g · s, this is actually a surjection (as group schemes), which defines GSpin as a quotient of Spin×G m whose kernel is µ 2 ; The lower horizontal arrow is just right arrow in the exact sequence G m −→ GSpin −→ SO, which we have seen above, or know by heart.
Taking the metric matrix of the symmetric bilinear form of the quadratic space V to be antidiagonal, we can choose a split maximal torus of SO as the diagonal matrices as in the discussion in part 4:
1 )} and also a basis of the character lattice, and its dual basis of the cocharacter lattice:
In this basis and dual basis, a set of positive simple roots and coroots of SO can be given by:
n } To define the quasi-split outer form of SO(V), just take the Gal(Q p 2 /Q) action on the character and cocharacter lattice to be:
For σ the nontrivial element.
We takeT to be a mximal torus of Spin surject to T, this is always possible since Spin−→SO is a central isogeny . ThenT × G m is a maximal split torus of Spin × G m . Similarly we can take T ∆ to be the image ofT × G m in GSpin surjecting to T by the commutative diagram above.
It is a maximal split torus of GSpin. Now taking the character lattices of maximal tori corresponding to the diagram relating SO, Spin and GSpin, we get the following diagram of lattices:
Via the right vertical arrow, we identify X * (T) as a superlattice of X * (T) inside X * (T) Q . In terms of the chosen basis, this lattice is given by:
Then X * (T) × Z can be written as:
In which χ 0 is the character corresponding to the G m in the product Spin×G m . This is because Spin is simply connected, so its coroot lattice coincide with its cocharacter lattice. Therefore its character lattice can be identified with the weight lattice of SO, which is generated by the coharacter lattice of SO together with the fundamental weight defining the half spin representation.
Next we try to identify the character lattice of GSpin as a sublattice of X * (T). According to Asgari [1] , or Milne's recent book [14] , chapter 24, the left column of the first diagram fits into the following exact sequence:
in which the second arrow is given by:
So the character lattice of GSpin as a sublattice of X * (T) × Z are those vectors with integral values on (1/2)α ∨ n−1 + (1/2)α ∨ n . This lattice is given by:
And its dual lattice is given by:
Like what Asgari did in his thesis, in general people use another basis than χs.
, and e i = χ i ; On the dual side, we let e ∨ 0 = χ ∨ 0 and
Rewrite the set positive roots and coroots we get:
0 } Similar to SO, the quas-isplit form of GSpin is defined by the following action of Gal(Q p 2 /Q):
σ : e n −→ e 0 − e n and e
In which σ is the nontrivial involution of Gal(Q p 2 /Q).
The Hecke polynomial of even GSpin Shimura varieties
To compute the Hecke polynomial associated to the Kuga-Satake cocharacter of GSpin, we write it in terms of these es first. Let
Since it is the lift of µ = χ ∨ 1 , it must pair zeroly with χ 2 , ..., χ n , therefore we see
All the weights appearing in the representation of GSO determined by µ KS are just those in the Weyl group orbit of µ KS = e ∨ 1 . It's easy to compute they are just:
Since the Hecke polynomial is σ-conjugate invariant, we only have to look at the maximal torus:
In which t ∈T ∆ , the dual torus of T ∆ , which is a maximal torus of GSO. The maximal torus T ∆,Q p is a rank n + 1 torus, I choose a splitting , 1, t, 1, ...) . We have the splitting ofT ∆ dual to the above splitting, writing it down in the matrix form, we have: , t 1 , . ....., t n )) = t i .
The Kuga-Satake cocharacter gives the module with highest weight e ∨ 1 . As computed above, we know all the weights, so restricted to this maximal torus, r µ KS (t) is just the diagonal matrix:
. . .
But we need the matrix of r µ KS (σ ⋉ t) rather than r µ KS (t). The effect of σ is changing the diagonal matrix a little bit, r µ K S (σ ⋉ t)is the following matrix(see Wedhorn's paper [18] , (2.7.1)):
Therefore the Hecke polynomial is:
Since both the first and the second factor are invariant under the Frobenius action, they can be viewed as polynomials with coefficients in the Hopf algebra of the maximal split torus of the quasisplit GSO. We see that the first factor is pretty simple. This simple factor kills the supersingular cycles in the same way as in Koskivita's thesis [12] . Notice that the cocharacter of T ∆ corresponding to s is just the cocharacter in the exact sequence:
Prove of the theorem: ideas
Now what we have to show is just the following: For any supersingular irreducible component of dimension n − 1 in p − Isog k , say C, we have: 
Then push forward this fiber product via the diagonal morphism in the following diagram:
In which the right and bottom arrows just mean inclusion. When this diagonal map is finite, Z 1 · Z 2 is the degree times the support of the image.
We have to show that C · F 2 and p 2(n−1) · C · p have the same support in p − Isog (2) with the same multiplicity (multiplication by p obviously has similitude 2; the relative Frobenius has similitude 1, so F 2 has similitude 2).
To check they have the same support, Koskivirta assume first that p − Isog k,b (s,t)
− − → S 0,b × S 0,b is a closed immersion. In this case, any irreducible components of p − Isog 0,b of dimension d, the dimension of the Shimura variety, is bijective onto its image. So for any two such components Z 1 , Z 2 , to check that they are the same, he just had to show that s(Z 1 ) = s(Z 2 ) and t(Z 1 ) = t(Z 2 ), since (s, t)(Z i ) = s(Z i ) × k t(Z i ) for i = 1, 2, by dimension considerations. The condition that (s, t) is a closed immersion can always be achieved by taking the level structure small enough, which is also correct in our case. So let's suppose our choice of K p is small enough so that the above requirement is satisfied. To compare C · F 2 and C · p we look at their images under the source and target projections. First observe that if C is irreducible of dimension 2n − 2, then s(C) is an irreducible component of S 0,b , which has dimension n − 1. This is because, as in the previous sections, the fiber of the projection can be embedded into the Rapoport-Zink space, whose dimension has an upper bound. Here this bound is n − 1, so the image of the projection must be of dimension n − 1, can't be smaller. Take a geometric point of C × t,S 0,b ,s p , it corresponds to a tuple Next we need to compare t(C · p ) and t(C · F 2 ). Just as above we take a geometric point on C × t,S 0,b ,s p . We see that its image under the target projection is (A 2 , ..., p −1 η 2 ). Define RZ Λ ⊂ RZ the closed formal subscheme defined by the condition:
